
 

 

Luminescence 

QC-PAK ™ 

Comprehensive Validation of 

Microplate Luminometers 

 

• Alignment of Plate Transport 

• Reproducibility 

• Linearity 

• Cross Talk 

• Standard Curve Over 7 Decades 

• 24 Hour Battery Powered LED’s with Overcharge Safety 

• Statistical Software with Factory Calibrated Nominal Values 

A QC-Pak™ consists of as SBS standard plate with an 

array of light intensities covering 7 decades.  Small 

wells are used to analyze plate alignment and “cross 

talk” wells measure light spill over. 

The plate body is made of anodized aluminum 

containing a battery, a charging circuit, 2 light-

emitting diodes (LED’s), a mesh of fiber optics woven 

into a screen, and pattern of masks and filters to 

regulate the light. 

 

 

 

 

 

III’s Luminescence QC-PAK™ is the 

perfect tool for verification testing of all 

brands of Microplate Luminometers.  

 

Charging Connector 

Charging Indicator 

Power Switch 



 

 
 

 

 

Alignment  

The plate has narrow wells of uniform intensity in columns 
1 and 12 to measure alignment. 

The software evaluates the linearity and consistency of 
these wells, and flags readers outside defined limits as "out 
of alignment." 

Luminescence QC-PAK ™ 

Linearity 

The Linearity Plot charts the regression line of the 
measured RLU values (Y axis) against the factory 
calibrated “gold standard” RLU (X axis), for each of the 8 
luminescence intensity standards.  The data is plotted on 
logarithmic scale over 7 decades of intensity.  “Signal to 
noise” and r-squared are evaluated. 

Cross Talk  

A positive well is surrounded by blank 
wells, and blank well is surrounded by 
positive wells, and ratios are taken to 
determine "spill over" or "cross talk" 
between wells.  III calls these tests 
"best case" and "worst case" cross talk, 
respectively.  “Best case” cross talk 
higher than 3 x 10-5 is considered "out of 
specification." 

Analytical Data Summary 

Gives a summary of all analyzed data: 

“QC Pak Mean”: averages of the raw RLU measurements 

”QC Pak Std Dev”: Population Standard Deviations 

“Normal Mean”: raw RLU averages, normalized 

“Nominal Mean”: factory calibrated “gold standard” RLU 
averages 

“Normal Std Dev”: QC Pak Std Dev on normalized scale 

3 x Std Dev” shows the “Normal Std Dev” multiplied by 3 

Reproducibility  

The plate is measured 5 times for 0.1 to 
1 seconds per well, depending on the 
Gain factor.  The data is copied into the 
Statistical Evaluation Template and 
scripts calculate the mean and standard 
deviations. 

If the CV of any well is outside the 
defined limit, the reader fails the 
reproducibility test. 

 

 

  
 

 


